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Abstract—Configuration similarity is a special form of content-based image retrieval that considers relative object locations.
It can be used as a standalone method, or to complement retrieval based on visual or semantic features. The corresponding
queries ask for sets of objects that satisfy some spatio-temporal
constraints, e.g., “find all triplets of objects ( 1 , 2 , 3 ), such that
1 is northeast of 2 , which is inside 3 .” Exhaustive processing
(i.e., retrieval of the best solutions) of configuration similarity
queries, in general, has exponential complexity and fast search for
sub-optimal solutions is the only way to deal with the vast amounts
of multimedia information in several real-time applications. In
this paper we first discuss the utilization of nonsystematic search
heuristics, based on genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and
hill climbing approaches. An extensive experimentation with
real and synthetic datasets reveals that hill climbing techniques
are the best for the current problem; therefore, as a subsequent
step we study the search space, and develop improved variations
of hill climbing that take advantage of the special structure of
the problem to enhance speed. The proposed heuristic methods
significantly outperform systematic search when there is only
limited time for query processing.
Index Terms—Content-based retrieval, local search algorithms,
spatial similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE large availability of visual content in emerging
multimedia applications and the worldwide web (WWW)
has triggered significant advances in content-based retrieval
mechanisms. Such mechanisms, sometimes in conjunction
with traditional information retrieval techniques for text, allow
users to access a variety of information sources. A special
form of content-based retrieval is configuration similarity, also
known as spatial, structural, or arrangement similarity. The
corresponding queries describe some prototype configuration
and the goal is to retrieve all images containing arrangements
of objects matching the input exactly or approximately. As an
example consider that the user is looking for all images (video
frames, html pages, VLSI circuits) containing arrangements
similar to those of Fig.1(a). Such a query could be expressed by
one of the existing pictorial languages that permit configuration
similarity retrieval, e.g., VisualSeek [34], Query by Sketch [8],
PQBE [29], Safe [35], or extended SQL commands, e.g., Select
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, , , , From ImageDB, Where NE( , ), NW( , ),
(NE means northeast, NW northwest, and so on).
N( , ),
Formally, a configuration similarity query can be devariables,
that
scribed by 1) a set of
appear in the query; 2) for each variable , a finite domain
of
values; and 3) for each pair
which can be a simple
of variables ( , ), a constraint
spatio-temporal relation or a disjunction of relations. The
, one for
example query contains four variables
every drawn object. The domain of each variable consists of the
objects in the image(s) to be searched for the particular configuration. The input constraints restrict the possible assignments
of variables to subsets of the domains. In addition to binary
spatio-temporal relations, some query languages allow the user
to specify unary constraints in the form of object properties
at the feature ( is a red square) or the semantic level (
is a building). In this case, appropriate retrieval algorithms
(e.g., for color matching) must be integrated with the ones for
configuration similarity.
As in most forms of information retrieval, a scoring mechanism should be employed for inexact matches. Depending on
the types of constraints allowed in the expression of queries,
several types of similarity measures have been proposed. [22]
uses Allen’s [1] relations in multidimensional space and conceptual neighborhoods [10]. The idea is extended in [28] with
the incorporation of binary string encoding to automate similarity calculations. Conceptual neighborhoods for topological
relations (e.g., inside, overlap) are also applied in [8]. Reference [15] uses angular directions (e.g., northeast is defined as
an angle of 45 ) and fuzzy similarity measures. A related approach, which also includes distances between object centroids,
is followed in [27].
Irrespective of the relations employed and the similarity measures used, the goal of query processing is to find instantiations
of variables to image objects so that the input constraints are
satisfied to a maximum degree. The inconsistency degree
of a binary instantiation
is defined as
(between obthe dissimilarity between the relation
and in the image to be searched) and the constraint
jects
(between and
in the query). Given the inconsistency
degrees of binary constraints, the inconsistency degree
of a complete solution
can be defined as

where

(1)

Fig. 1(b) and (c) illustrate two solutions for the example query
,
. The first solution corresponds to
where
a perfect match, while the second is inexact since some binary
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Query example and solutions.

constraints (e.g., between and ) are not totally satisfied. If
is the image cardinality, the total number of possible solutions
that have to be considered in each image is equal to the number
objects:
. Due to the
of -permutations of the
high cost of query processing, it is not always possible to search
all database images within a reasonable amount of time. In some
cases, systematic search for the best solutions even in a single
large image may take hours to complete [27].
An alternative approach is to compromise quality in order to
achieve speed; in other words, we could assign a certain amount
of processing to each image (possibly proportional to its size or
importance) so that the whole database can be searched within
the available time. In this paper we follow this approach and exploit nonsystematic search heuristics that can quickly provide
good, but not necessarily optimal, solutions. The contributions
of this work can be summarized as follows: a) we first apply
three search methodologies, genetic algorithms, hill climbing
and simulated annealing, to the problem of configuration similarity retrieval and identify the best one (hill climbing) using a
variety of experimental settings; b) we perform a study of the
solution space and evaluate alternative search strategies for hill
climbing; and c) based on our study, we develop improved algorithms that take advantage of the spatial structure of the problem
to enhance performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
outlines previous processing approaches and discusses their
advantages and shortcomings. Section III describes the application of genetic algorithms, hill climbing and simulated
annealing, to configuration similarity retrieval. Section IV
compares systematic search with nonsystematic search, using
experiments with both synthetic and real datasets. Section V,
studies the problem space and proposes improved variations of
hill climbing. Section VI concludes the paper with a discussion.
II. QUERY PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
The problem of configuration similarity retrieval is similar
to scene matching, which has been extensively studied in
computer vision and pattern recognition [32], [33]. In the
multimedia databases literature, several forms of processing
configuration similarity, based on different assumptions and
algorithms, have been proposed. The various approaches can
be classified according to the size of database images for which
they can be applied, the form of relations permitted, and the
type of query variables. The form of relations, otherwise called
relation scheme, can be static or dynamic. Static methods

assume a predefined set of relations to be used by all users in
all queries. Dynamic methods can be employed with any type
of relations (assuming of course that the query language allows
different sets of relations for different queries). Query variables
can be fixed or unrestricted: a fixed variable can be instantiated
to at most one object in each image, while an unrestricted one
can range within the whole domain.
A class of methods, which can be grouped under a general
category called pairwise matching, assumes that all query variables are fixed (e.g., find all images in which George is left of
Mary). Thus, an image has at most one configuration matching
the query which can be found in polynomial time as follows:
a) locate the query objects in the image (possibly using an index
on object id), b) for each object pair compute its similarity to
the corresponding query constraint, and c) calculate the total
similarity of the configuration using the pairwise similarities.
[15] follows this approach to answer configuration similarity
queries involving angular directions including rotation invariants. [22] deals with projection directions and topology.
Algorithms that combine pairwise matching with contextual
similarity (i.e., based on object features) can be found in
[37]. Assuming that image objects are stored using absolute
coordinates, pairwise matching can be applied with dynamic
relation schemes. Its disadvantage is its limited applicability
due to the fixed nature of query variables.
[30] solves configuration queries for medical images
(X-rays) that contain a constant number of labeled/expected
objects (e.g., stomach, heart) and a small number of unlabeled
ones (e.g., tumors). Every image is mapped onto a point in
multi-dimensional space, where each dimension corresponds
is
to a relation between a specific pair of objects; i.e., if
the number of image objects and the number of relations in
.
the relation scheme, the number of dimensions is
Queries, which are also X-ray images containing mostly labeled (i.e., fixed) variables, are processed by multidimensional
nearest neighbor search using R-trees. In order to keep the
number of dimensions stable, images with unlabeled objects
are decomposed into combinations of images with fixed size.
An enhanced version that reduces the number of dimensions
is proposed in [31]. Performance could be further improved
by employing more efficient high dimensional indexing
methods, such as M trees [6], the pyramid technique [2] etc.
Nevertheless, the method (like all techniques based on high
dimensional indexing and search) is applicable only for static
relation schemes (otherwise it is not possible to pre-determine
the dimensions) and databases with small images (fewer than
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ten objects) of mainly labeled objects (otherwise, the number
of dimensions and images explodes to unmanageable levels).
A number of methods are based on several variations of twodimensional (2-D) strings, which encode the arrangement of obstrings
jects on each dimension into sequential structures.
and
strings
capture the object projections, while
decompose objects in entities with disjoint convex hulls, allowing the representation of more detailed spatial information
at the expense of storage [3], [19], [20]. Every database image
is indexed by a 2-D string, and queries are also transformed to
2-D strings while configuration similarity retrieval is performed
by applying appropriate string matching algorithms [4]. If the
query contains only fixed variables, the cost of processing each
image is polynomial, while in the general case it is exponential
since matching has to be performed for multiple instantiations
of the variables to different image objects. Users are not allowed
to define their own relation scheme, but are restricted to the relations captured by the 2-D strings.
[27] deals with configuration similarity without any restriction on the type of variables or relations. Approximate retrieval
is modeled and solved as a constraint satisfaction problem by
applying branch and bound algorithms that stop searching once
a partial solution cannot lead to a desired target. The method
–
objects and can be emis applicable for images of
ployed with variable relation schemes. In [26], the incorporation of spatial indexing (R-trees) enables retrieval from much
objects). Although this approach works
larger images ( –
well in most cases, systematic search algorithms do not have a
predictable behavior depending on the problem size. Different
query/image combinations, even with the same number of variables and image objects, may yield vast variances in cost depending on constrainedness [12]. For instance, the running time
for the same query in two images of the same size may be orders
of magnitude different. As a consequence, a large part of query
processing may be devoted to a few images, while other images
may not be searched at all within the available time.
III. HEURISTIC SEARCH FOR CONFIGURATION SIMILARITY
Consider a database with numerous, large images where
users can ask any type of queries (i.e., with nonfixed variables)
using variable relation schemes. The only approach that could
be employed here is systematic search [26], [27], which due to
the worst-case exponential cost is not guaranteed to terminate
within reasonable time. In order to deal with configuration
similarity under limited time, we employ search heuristics
based on genetic algorithms, hill climbing and simulated
annealing, which are explained as follows.
A. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms [13] are based on the concepts of natural mutation and the survival of the fittest individuals. Given
a well-defined search space, three different genetic operations,
selection, crossover and mutation, are applied to transform an
initial population of chromosomes to next generation with the
objective to improve their quality. A chromosome is an encoded
representation of a feasible solution (i.e., in our problem an assignment of each query variable to an image object). Before
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the search process starts, a set of chromosomes (called initial
population) is initialized to form the first generation. Then the
three genetic search operations are repeatedly applied in order to
obtain a population (i.e., a new set of solutions) with better characteristics, on which the genetic algorithm performs the same
actions and so on, until a stopping criterion is met.
Next we demonstrate a genetic configuration similarity algorithm (GCSA), by presenting the encoding mechanism and then
the selection, crossover and mutation operators.
Encoding Mechanism: Each chromosome/solution is simply
is the instantiation of variable
an array of values, where
in solution . The quality of is measured by its fitness
(i.e., its similarity). is the average fitness of a population of
chromosomes.
Selection Mechanism: This operation consists of two parts:
evaluation of a chromosome and offspring allocation. Evaluation is performed by measuring the above defined fitness value;
offspring generation is then done by allocating to each chromosome, a number of offspring proportional to its fitness. GCSA
implements the stochastic remainder technique [36]: a solution
is assigned offspring according to the integer part of the provalue in a deterministic way and the
portionate fitness
fractional parts are put in a roulette wheel1 for determining the
remaining offspring. Thus, we restrict randomness to the fractional parts only and assure that a good chromosome will not
vanish.
Crossover mechanism is the driving force in the exploration
part of a genetic algorithm. In the simplest approach, pairs of
chromosomes are selected randomly from the population. For
each pair a crossover point is defined randomly, and the chromosomes beyond it are mutually exchanged, with probability
(crossover rate), producing two new chromosomes. The
two newly generated chromosomes are very likely to possess
the good characteristics of their parents (building-block hypothesis [13]). In our case this corresponds to swapping of the
assignments in two solutions after a selected point. One-point
crossover is inefficient for our application domain, since the
probability of a bit to be swapped increases as we move to the
end of the string. Instead we selected a two-point crossover
mechanism for GCSA: after the pairing of chromosomes, two
crossover points are randomly selected and the portion of the
chromosome in between them is swapped. The entire operation
is performed with probability .
Mutation Mechanism: Mutation aims at restoring lost genetic material and is performed in GCSA by simply changing
, called the mutaa variable instantiation with a probability
tion rate. Although mutation is not the primary search operation
and sometimes is omitted, it may be very useful for exploitation,
i.e., cases where, through selection and crossover, all the chromosomes have converged to a local optimum for some variable.
GCSA starts with an initial population of randomly generated chromosomes/solutions and terminates after the creation
and evaluation of generations. If only one solution is needed,
then the best chromosome among all generations is returned.
The option of specifying a target fitness also exists (i.e., retrieve
1Roulette wheel selection allocates a sector of the wheel equal to 2f =F to
every chromosome and then creates an offspring if a generated number in the
range of 0 to 2 , falls inside the assigned sector of the chromosome.
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Fig. 3. Outline of CSSA.

Fig. 2. Fitness (similarity) as a function of

P and G in GCSA.

the best solutions where the similarity is greater than target),
in which case only chromosomes that exceed the target are kept
at each run of GCSA.
Several theoretical and empirical studies [14], [36] have been
and
. Most
carried out on the control parameters, , ,
results suggest that the mutation and the crossover rate should
be in the range of 0.001%–0.05% and 0.60%–0.95%, respectively. We experimented with these values using the queries and
datasets described in Section IV. The best results for most cases
and
. We measured
were achieved for
the average similarity of the best solutions (for all combinations
of queries and datasets) found by GCSA for several values of
in the range 50–300 and in the range 500–100 (as increases, has to decrease in order to keep the execution time
constant). Fig. 2 shows the fitness of the solution as a function
of and .
The different values of do not affect fitness significantly;
because this value produces fair results for
we chose
all cases and is small enough to allow a sufficient number of
generations even for large problem instances. Combined with
(0.60) GCSA was able to exploit
the relatively high value of
a large portion of the solution space.
B. Hill Climbing
The problem space for configuration queries can be thought
of as a graph, where each solution corresponds to a node associated with a similarity value. The goal is to find the nodes
with the globally maximum similarity, i.e., the best solutions.
Hill climbing algorithms operate on such a graph, performing
random walks between the nodes based on a certain movement
(transition) mechanism. This transition mechanism defines a
neighborhood for each node , which consists of all the nodes
that can be reached from in one move. In our case, the neighbors of are all the solutions that can be derived from by
changing the assignment of a single variable, i.e., a node has
neighbors, where is the number of query variables
the image cardinality (each variable can take
and
values, excluding its current assignment). A move is called uphill, if it leads to a better solution, and downhill if the destination
node has lower similarity.
Configuration similarity iterative improvement (CSII) starts
with a randomly chosen initial solution (seed) and tries to find
a better one by visiting random neighbors. If such a solution is

found, it replaces the previous one. The process continues until
a local maximum is reached. This iterative optimization is repeated a number of times, each time starting from a different
seed. The user defines the stopping criterion by specifying the
running time, or providing the target similarity of the solutions
to be retrieved. As time approximates , the probability that
iterative improvement will find the global maximum approximates 1 [23]. However, given a finite amount of time, the algorithm terminates at a local maximum.
C. Simulated Annealing
Configuration similarity simulated annealing (CSSA), based
on [5], [18], also performs random walks, but in addition to uphill, it also accepts downhill moves with a certain probability.
The intuition behind accepting downhill moves is led by the fact
that some local maxima may be close to each other, separated by
a small number of downhill moves. If only uphill moves were
accepted (as in CSII) the algorithm would stop at the first local
maximum visited, missing a subsequent (and possibly better)
one. Fig. 3 illustrates CSSA for the case where the user requires
solutions exceeding the similarity specified by target.
The inner for-loop is called level. Each level is executed with
a fixed value of the parameter . The starting value of is such
at the first levels approximates
that the probability
denotes the difference between the similarity of
1, where
the current solution and the new random neighbor . After
is reduced according to some
the execution of each level,
function, and the next level is performed using the new value of
. This means that the probability of accepting a downhill move
is greater at the earlier levels and decreases in the subsequent
ones. CSSA terminates when the value of is very close to
zero and thus the probability of accepting downhill moves is
almost zero. Another way for the algorithm to stop is when a
fixed criterion is reached; for example, when a solution with a
given target similarity has been found.
As with GCSA, the quality of the output is strongly related to
the choice parameter values. In order to define the initial value
we adopt the method of [18]: a large value for
is chosen
and a number of transitions are performed. If the acceptance
ratio , defined as the number of accepted transitions divided
by the number of proposed transitions, is less than a given value
(in [18],
),
is doubled. This procedure continues
until the acceptance ratio exceeds . Experimental evaluation
and a
equal to the similarity of the
suggests that
initial solution, is the best combination for the initial value of
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. For decreasing the value of , we apply the common (e.g.,
, where
.
[17]) decrement rule:
The length of the inner while-loop is determined by the equilibrium condition. For a given value of , an equilibrium is
reached if all the neighbors of a solution , have the same similarity with . This parameter is, in general, the most complicated to adjust because it is closely related to the specific
problem. We experimented using several queries with various
sizes, over multiple datasets. The following formula provides a
suitable value for the number of iterations:
(2)
is the number of -permutations of the
obwhere
jects (i.e., the number of possible solutions). (2) has been widely
used in the constraint satisfaction literature as a measure of the
problem size [12].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF SEARCH HEURISTICS
In order to evaluate performance, we constructed five sets,
each containing 25 queries using the relation scheme and similarity measures2 of [7]. The number of variables in each set was
fixed to three, six, nine, 12, and 15. Query tightness varied from
complete queries (where all pairs of variables are constrained) to
very loose ones involving only a few nonrestrictive constraints.
We used the three 2-D datasets in Fig. 4; the first set contains
randomly generated rectangles according to a uniform distribution, while the second set contains a VLSI circuit, and the
third set contains road segments of Greece. Note that the density (sum of all rectangle areas divided by the workspace) and
distribution of the objects significantly affects the performance
of algorithms since it determines the quality of solutions. For
instance, queries involving constraints such as overlap, inside,
etc., are more easily satisfied in the second dataset due to its high
density. Heuristic search is especially sensitive to the number of
solutions [12]; if there exist only a few good solutions (e.g., for
some restrictive large queries) it requires a significant amount
of time to find them. The above datasets cover a wide range
of cardinality values, data densities and distributions; thus they
provide a good estimation for the performance of the algorithms
on most problem instances.
As a benchmark for systematic search we used forward
checking (FC) [16], because it is considered to be one of the
most effective algorithms for general CSP problems, as well as
for configuration similarity [26], [27]. The current implementation of FC works in a branch and bound manner, i.e., a partial
solution is abandoned if it cannot lead to similarity equal or
higher than the best already found. In this way unsuccessful
instantiations are rejected early and the search space is pruned
effectively. We also compare performance with random sampling (RND), which chooses solutions randomly and keeps the
best ones—for some optimization problems, random sampling
2The algorithms can be employed with any type of spatial constraints. Due
to the absence of a standard benchmark, we use the relation scheme in [7] since
a) it is general, in the sense that it can express all types of common constraints
(i.e., direction, topological and distance), b) it permits the automatic calculation
of similarity measures, and c) it has been used for systematic search algorithms
[26].

outperforms other search heuristics due to its simplicity [11].
The experiments were run on a SUN UltraSparc2 (200 MHz)
with 256 MB of RAM.
The first set of experiments measures the CPU time (in milliseconds) required to find one solution with similarity3 above
a target of 0.7, 0.75 and 0.8. Each execution was allowed 400 s
to complete; after this period it was terminated. Fig. 4 illustrates
the results for every query size/dataset combination (each row
corresponds to one query size and each column to one dataset).
CSII and CSSA clearly outperform the other algorithms for all
cases, with CSII being the best option. Moreover, these algorithms were the only ones to successfully terminate for all combinations; FC and RND exceeded the time threshold in most
large queries, and their results are omitted from most graphs.
RND, in general, outperformed FC. This is because RND, due
to its simple implementation, checks more instantiations per
second than the other algorithms. GCSA, on the average, yields
slightly better performance than RND, but in comparison to
CSII and CSSA requires more time to reach a solution above
the target similarity.
The performance of all algorithms degrades as the query size
increases because large queries have, in general, few good solutions and a large part of the space has to be searched. The algorithms are most effective in the second dataset due to the presence of a high number of solutions, especially for small queries
(note that RND always finds solutions for target similarity 0.7).
Obviously, if the available processing time increases, FC will
eventually outperform nonsystematic search—but for the current, rather long (400 s) processing limit, it is inefficient.
The next set of experiments measures the similarity of the
best 50 solutions retrieved by the algorithms as a function of
the execution time (50, 100, 150, and 200 s). Each diagram in
Fig. 5 corresponds to a different query size and shows the similarity ranges of the 50 solutions averaged over the three datasets
of Fig. 4. In other words, the lowest (highest) value represents
the average of all lowest (highest) similarities for queries of the
given size in any dataset.
As expected, CSII and CSSA again outperform the other
algorithms. The greater range of similarity values for CSSA can
be explained by the fact that it starts from a random solution,
which tends to have low similarity and remains in this region,
until the temperature is reduced significantly. CSII also starts
from a solution with low similarity, but very soon reaches
a region with high similarity because it accepts only better
solutions. Therefore, it has a better performance for the current
problem because it can reach very quickly a local maximum
while SA spends the initial stages exploiting low similarity
regions.
GCSA performs better than RND but the quality of retrieved
solutions with respect to CSII and CSSA drops for large queries
(where the number of good solutions is small). The wide range
of similarities for queries with three variables can be explained
by the fact that if a single instantiation changes (e.g., due to mutation), it significantly affects (up to 33%) the fitness of the solution. FC is acceptable only for queries involving three variables
3Similarity values range between 0 and 1. Some queries (especially large
ones) do not have perfect matches.
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Time (in milliseconds) required to retrieve a solution with a given target similarity.

where there is enough time to search a good part of the solution space. Its performance deteriorates significantly with the
query size. It can be observed that that for large queries all solutions retrieved are in a narrow and low similarity range. This
is because in restricted time periods, FC will find an area of
the search space where some constraints are partially satisfied
(while the rest totally violated) and retrieve all 50 solutions in
this area. Most of these solutions tend to have the same instan-

tiations for the partially satisfied constraints and differ only on
the remaining variables.
In summary, nonsystematic clearly outperforms systematic
search when the processing time is limited with respect to the
problem size. Among the heuristics tested, CSII yields the best
performance. Furthermore, it does not require parameter tuning.
This is a significant advantage because tuning of GCSA and
CSSA is rather complicated. Moreover, the parameter values
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Fig. 5. Similarity range of 50 best solutions for predetermined execution time.

depend on the query and dataset characteristics (i.e., a set of
values that yield optimal results for a query/image combination,
may provide very poor results for another combination). Subsequently, we further improve the performance of hill climbing by
proposing alternative search strategies.
V. IMPROVED HILL CLIMBING ALGORITHMS
CSII generates neighbors by selecting a random variable and
changing its instantiation. An alternative approach, motivated
by conflict minimization algorithms [21] is to select the “worst”
(currently
variable. The inconsistency degree of a variable
instantiated to value ) in a solution is defined as the sum of
inconsistency degrees of all binary instantiations involving :

where

(3)

Worst variable selection reinstantiates the variable with the
highest inconsistency degree, so that the similarity of the specific solution may be increased significantly. If the worst variable cannot be improved, the second worst will be considered
and so on. If one variable can be improved, the next step will
consider again the new worst one; otherwise, if all variables are
exhausted with no improvement, the current solution is considered to be a local maximum.
Once a variable is chosen for reinstantiation, CSII determines
its new value by applying first-better value selection, i.e., by assigning values to the specific variable randomly, until a better
instantiation is found. When the similarity of a solution is very
low, first-better selection performs just a few attempts before it
finds a better solution. As the quality increases, it becomes more
difficult for the solution to be improved by random re-instantiations. If after unsuccessful assignments no better neighbor
is found, the solution is considered a local maximum. Notice,

however, that due to the random nature of search, better neighbors may be missed since some instantiations are tried multiple
times, whereas others not at all. Another option is all-best value
selection (sometimes called steepest ascent), which systematically tries all possible values in the domain of the variable to
be re-instantiated and assigns the one that results in the highest
similarity.
A. Search Space Analysis
In order to comprehend the behavior of hill climbing under
different search strategies, we first study the search space for
configuration similarity. The goal is to identify how easily are
local maxima found and how much they differ from random
solutions. For the first experiment, we randomly selected five
queries with nine variables, and five with 12, and for each query
we generated 500 random solutions in a dataset of 1,000 uniformly distributed rectangles with density 0.5. Fig. 6 shows the
average similarity of a solution and the average maximum and
minimum similarities of the neighbors that can be reached with
a single move. The similarity values are scaled, i.e., they are divided by the average maximum similarity found in each case.
The x-axis represents the five different queries, with no specific
significance in the placement. According to the diagrams, there
is a considerable difference between the similarity of a solution
and the maximum and minimum similarity of its neighbors. For
queries of size 9, this difference is around 15%, while for queries
involving 12 objects about 10%. Thus, even a single move can
have a significant effect on the quality of the solution especially
in small queries (because each variable has a higher contribution to the total similarity).
The second experiment studies the number of steps, i.e., uphill moves that must be performed in order to reach a local maximum. We use two approaches for identifying local maxima: i)
in the first one we replace a solution with the best of all its neighbors and ii) in the second one we accept the first better neighbor
found by changing the instantiations of random variables. We
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Fig. 6. Similarity ranges around random solutions.

Fig. 8. Attempts per step for the F-max.

Fig. 7.

Similarity and total number of attempts versus the number of steps.

refer to the local maxima obtained using these approaches as
All-maximum (A-max for short) and First-maximum (F-max) respectively. When searching for A-max, each step tries all posattempts.
sible values for each variable, i.e., a total of
For F-max this number differs in each step; in the best case an
uphill move can be found with the first attempt, while in the
) attempts may fail to find a better neighbor
worst, even O(
(some instantiations may be missed).
Fig. 7 shows how these maxima are reached (attempts, similarity) as a function of the number of steps, for a query with
,
).
nine variables over the 0.5 density dataset (
The horizontal axis corresponds to the number of steps, the left
-axis to the total number of attempts (including unsuccessful
instantiations) and the right -axis to similarity. A-max (similarity 0.824) is reached after 24 steps; 9000 instantiations are
tested in each step, resulting in 216 000 attempts. F-max (similarity 0.831) is reached after 77 steps and 273 408 attempts.
Search for A-max is deterministic, meaning that starting with
one seed, we always reach the same local maximum. On the
other hand, the value of F-max and the steps required to reach
it change depending on the order that neighbors are visited. In
most cases the two maxima are close to each other.
Although search for F-max finds the highest similarity using
a longer path (77 steps as opposed to 24), it reaches high quality
solutions faster. Consider, for instance, a solution with similarity
around 0.8. If search is performed according to the A-max approach, the solution will be found after nine steps and 81 000

attempts (see Fig. 7). On the other hand, if the F-max approach is
employed, the solution will be found in about 40 steps. However,
the total number of attempts is lower than 15 000 because uphill
moves are easily performed from solutions of low similarity.
The average number of attempts per step when searching for
F-max is shown Fig. 8. Up to the 37th step, fewer than 1000
instantiations are needed before each uphill move is found.4 At
that point the similarity is close to 0.8. Every attempt involves
a similarity computation; thus the number of attempts (rather
than steps) determines the cost of search. The advantage of the
F-max search approach is clear, since it converges much faster
to high similarity solutions.
B. Performance of Hill Climbing Alternatives
According to the previous results, first-better value is expected to outperform all-best selection. However, as the quality
of the solution increases, improvement by random re-instantiations becomes more difficult and large parts of the domains are
searched (see Fig. 8). Near local maxima, first-better behaves
likes all-best value selection, but unlike exhaustive search it
may miss some good neighbors. Consequently, in some cases
where there is enough time for processing (small queries and/or
datasets), all-best may eventually yield better solutions than
first-better selection.
In order to test this observation we ran experiments with the
four variations of hill climbing (2 variable selection 2 value selection mechanisms) using the query sets of six and 15 variables
4The maximum number of attempts per step for this experiment is 9000, since
there exist nine variables, each taking 1000 values.
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Fig. 9. Similarity retrieved as a function of the execution time.

over datasets of 1000 uniformly distributed rectangles with densities of 0.1 and 1.5 Fig. 9 shows the average similarity (of 25
queries in each set) retrieved over the two datasets every 50 s.
Observe that the relative performance of the algorithms is the
same for both datasets, despite the large density difference, implying that their effectiveness is independent of density. Firstbetter value selection quickly (within the first 50 s) finds good
solutions even for the large queries. Among the two variable
selection mechanisms, random selection (R-F) is faster6 than
worst variable (W-F) since random variables are more easily
improved than the worst one. All-best value selection is ineffective for large queries because the number of neighbors, as well
as the cost of similarity computations increases with the number
of variables. Thus, W-A and R-A take a long time to converge
to high similarity regions. Notice that for 15 variables W-A converges after 200 s, while R-A does not converge at all within the
300-s limit. R-A is worse than W-A, because some variables,
especially if the solution is good, contribute little, or not at all,
to the total degree of inconsistency. Therefore, spending a long
time to improve these variables does not pay-off.
5Most real-life datasets have densities between 0.1 and 1, with a density
around 0.5 considered common/average. The datasets used in this section are
synthetic (so we can vary the densities) and relatively small (10 objects—so
we can run numerous experiments). Nevertheless, similar results are obtained
with the real datasets of Section IV.
6R-F corresponds to CSII algorithm.

For 6-variable queries, however, W-A (worst variable selection, all best value) outperforms CSII after 100 s and achieves
the highest similarity. This is due to a combination of reasons:
for small queries, finding the best possible instantiation for a
variable may increase the similarity of the solution significantly,
especially if the variable chosen is the worst one. Furthermore,
due to the small problem size, there is enough time to search
extensively within the neighborhood of a solution, identifying
good local maxima. Motivated by these observations, we propose an algorithm that can outperform the previous ones in all
cases. The idea is to start with CSII that quickly reaches an area
of high similarity. In subsequent steps (when CSII starts behaving like exhaustive search), a deterministic value selection
technique locates the good neighbors, using the spatial structure of the problem to avoid the expensive search for all possible
variable instantiations.
C. Window Value Selection
Consider the example query of Fig. 1(a), where the first three
variables are instantiated to objects , , and , as shown
in Fig. 10(a). Assume that these three instantiations perfectly
is chosen
match the query constraints. The fourth variable
for re-instantiation and the goal is to find the best value for
is related with the other ones by the following
it. Variable
projection-based constraints: south( , ), northeast( , )
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10.

(c)

Value selection using windows.

Fig. 11. WVS versus exhaustive search: similarity as a function of time.

and northwest( , ). Each of the constraints, in combination
with the current value of the corresponding variable, defines a
(e.g.,
window in space containing all consistent values for
all objects south of are inside ). The best values of (i.e.,
satisfying all constraints) are the ones that lie in the intersection
of all windows. In other words, if a value is found in the dark
gray area of Fig. 10(a), there is no need to search the whole
domain of .
Although, in the example of Fig. 10(a), we assume that the
first three variables are instantiated to objects that result in a perfect match, in most cases the partial solution after the removal of
a single variable, is only approximate. As an example consider
has been shifted to
the partial solution of Fig. 10(b), where
,
,
} has
the left. The instantiation {
some inconsistency degree on the axis (the positions of the
objects on the axis are the same). As a result, the intersection
and
is empty and therefore cannot contain any obof ,
jects. Intuitively, the good instantiations for , are still found
somewhere in the area between , , and . In order to continue improving the solution, we should extend the windows so
that a new value for can be chosen.
Window value selection (WVS) applies this idea. Once the
variable for reinstantiation has been chosen, the appropriate
(
,
) are computed. Then each
windows
window is extended according to the maximum inconsistency
degree of the partial solution (where all variables except for
have been instantiated) on each dimension; the higher the
value of , the larger the extension on the corresponding axis.
and
are only extended
In the example of Fig. 10(c), ,

Fig. 12.

2PS versus WVS and CSII—Similarity as a function of time.

on the x-axis because there is no inconsistency on the y-axis.
Although the objects in the intersection (dark gray area) do not
result in perfect matches (e.g., the constraint between and
is still violated), they provide good solutions that can be further
improved in subsequent steps. The window extension method
depends on the relation scheme in use. In the current implementation, which is based on conceptual neighbors [7], in addition to the original constraint, its neighbors are taken into
account when generating the window. If angular directions were
used, a northeast constraint, for instance, could generate an angular window 40 –50 in case of a low value of , or a window
30 –60 for higher inconsistency.
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TABLE I
SIMILARITY AS A FUNCTION OF TIME RND AND FC

In order to be able to search fast within such windows, all objects within an image are sorted according to the -coordinate
of the lower left point (this preprocessing takes place when the
image is inserted in the database). The objects that fall inside the
window (and potentially some false hits) are found by a simple
range query in this sorted list. The other three coordinates of
each retrieved object are checked and, if they also fall within
the specified window, the object is kept as a good value. Initially,
due to the low similarity of random solutions (seeds), the windows and their intersection usually cover the whole workspace.
In this case WVS behaves like all-best value selection (with the
additional overhead of computing the windows). As the inconsistency degree of the solution drops, the windows in some projections decrease restricting the search space.
We compare WVS against best-value selection (i.e., exhaustive domain search) for worst and random variable selection.
Fig. 11 illustrates the results for query-sets (average of 25
queries per set) with six and 15 variables over the dataset with
. WVS always outperforms exhaustive
density 0.5
search; as in the case of all-best value selection (see experiments in Fig. 9), WVS performs best with worst variable
selection (W-WVS) since each re-instantiation may improve
the solution significantly.
D. Two-Phase Search
Despite its good performance, W-WVS does not converge
fast to high similarity regions, due to the large windows in the
initial phases of the algorithm. To circumvent this problem, we
propose a two-phase search (2PS) algorithm that first uses CSII
to quickly find a good solution, which is then improved by
W-WVS. CSII is executed for a time analogous to the size of the
ms), and W-WVS for
problem (for this implementation
the remaining time. For instance, for a query with 15 variables
over a 1000 objects dataset, the running time of CSII is 15 s.
During this time CSII has performed enough steps to improve
the seed significantly. Thus, in most cases the initial windows
of W-WVS restrict the search to a relatively small portion of the
space.
We compared 2PS with W-WVS and CSII using all query sets
. As shown in Fig. 12,
over the 0.5 density dataset
2PS outperforms both algorithms in all cases since it combines
their best characteristics. Observe that for small queries (six and
nine variables), W-WVS produces better solutions than CSII
even at the first 50 s. As the query size increases, W-WVS slows
down significantly and for 15 variables, it catches up with CSII
only at 300 s.

We also repeated the same experiment using RND and FC.
Table I shows the best similarity retrieved over time for the
smallest (six variables) and largest (15 variables) query sizes.
In general, both algorithms provide very low similarity when
compared with the local search (see Fig. 12). RND produces
better results than FC within the 300 seconds but quality does
not increase much over time, implying that that only a small percentage of solutions have similarity close to a local maximum.
Even though FC expectedly improves gradually with time it
does not find good solutions even for six variables within the
available limit. The situation is worse for 15 variables due to
the significant increase of the search space; FC remains in the
neighborhood of the initial assignments, which in most cases
have low quality.
These results motivate the need for fast retrieval of suboptimal solutions in large multimedia databases. Among all techniques tested, 2PS consistently yielded the best performance for
all combinations of queries/datasets (including real data). In addition to its robustness, another advantage of 2PS with respect
to genetic algorithms and simulated annealing is that it does not
require the complicated tuning of parameters that significantly
affect efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper applies nonsystematic search algorithms for
processing configuration similarity queries. We first apply
three techniques based on genetic algorithms, iterative improvement and simulated annealing, and compare them against
forward checking, a very effective systematic search algorithm,
and random search. Extensive experimentation, with various
query/dataset combinations, shows that heuristic search is an
effective way to process configuration similarity in cases that
a near optimal solution is needed in restricted time. The best
performance is consistently achieved by CSII, which is based
on hill climbing; thus, as a second step we try to enhance its
efficiency by studying alternative variable and value selection
mechanisms. Next we present window value selection, a
technique that quickly identifies the best values of a variable
while avoiding exhaustive search in its domain. Finally, the best
overall algorithm is shown to be two-phase search, a method
that first applies CSII to quickly find a good solution and then
improves it by window value selection.
To our knowledge, currently there do not exist other methods
that can solve arbitrary queries (with no restrictions on the
size of the problem or the type of the variables), given a time
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limit. The proposed methods have a wide range of applications in most modern spatial/multimedia database systems
(which are increasingly vector-based), as well as the upcoming
image/video compression methods such as MPEG-4. An efficient way of indexing MPEG-4 video objects is proposed in [9].
In addition, some query languages such as Query-by-Sketch [8]
and VisualSeek [34] already provide facilities for the expression
of configuration similarity queries.
In our implementation we do not use any indexing for the
input datasets. The application of a multi-dimensional data
structure, such as R-trees, may improve the performance of
heuristic search as it does for systematic algorithms [26]. In
this way, the proposed algorithms are applicable in domains
where the number of objects is very large (e.g., in the order
). Future work can be carried out on the application
of
of other sub-optimal algorithms (for a bibliography see [24])
on configuration similarity. In order to achieve efficiency,
however, such algorithms need to be fine-tuned and modified
for the particular, structure of the problem.
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